The assembly of colloids in nematic liquid crystals via topological defects has been extensively studied for spherical particles, and investigations of other colloid shapes have revealed a wide array of new assembly behaviors. We show, using Landau-de Gennes numerical modeling, that nematic defect configurations and colloidal assembly can be strongly influenced by fine details of colloid shape, in particular the presence of sharp edges. For cylinder, microbullet, and cube colloid geometries, we obtain the particles' equilibrium alignment directions and effective pair interaction potentials as a function of simple shape parameters. We find that defects pin at sharp edges, and that the colloid consequently orients at an oblique angle relative to the far-field nematic director that depends on the colloid's shape. This shape-dependent alignment, which we confirm in experimental measurements, raises the possibility of selecting self-assembly outcomes for colloids in liquid crystals by tuning particle geometry.
Introduction
A promising route toward targeted colloidal selfassembly is to disperse colloids in a nematic liquid crystal, whose elasticity resists the deformations caused by anchoring conditions at the surfaces of the colloids, resulting in forces on the colloids that push them into ordered arrangements such as chains and triangular lattices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Nematic colloidal dispersions are especially interesting because each colloidal particle is accompanied by a topological defect or defects in the liquid crystal that plays a key role in the assembly process [1, 2, 6] . Spherical colloids have been extensively studied in this context. When the spherical colloid's surface imposes strong homeotropic (normal) anchoring conditions on the nematic director field, the companion defect is either a point-like hedgehog or a linear "Saturn ring" disclination about the equator. Ring disclinations can be manipulated, such as by laser tweezers, to topologically * Electronic address: dbeller8@gmail.com entangle multiple colloids into chains [7] and knotted structures [8] . Because the colloidal lengthscale roughly coincides with the wavelengths of visible light, colloidal structures assembled by nematic elasticity and topological defects hold strong potential for photonics applications such as photonic bandgap crystals [9] [10] [11] .
While much of the research on nematic colloidal dispersions has concentrated on spherical colloidal particles, colloidal self-assembly in general is known to depend strongly on the shapes of the colloidal particles. This has been amply demonstrated in the entropicallydriven self-assembly of hard particles [12] [13] [14] and in the capillarity-driven assembly of colloids at fluid interfaces [15] . Recent advances in colloid fabrication techniques, such as photolithography, have enabled fairly precise creation of particles with designed asymmetric shapes as well as surface functionalization [16] . In nematics, a number of recent investigations have begun to explore how defect configuration and assembly behavior change when the particle has a non-spherical geometry, such as rods [17] , spherocylinders [18] , ellipsoids [19] , microbullets (rods with one flat end and one rounded end) [20] , polygonal platelets [21, 22] , washers [23] , handle-bodies of varying genus [24] , and Möbius bands [25] . In addition, nontrivial colloid or substrate geometry has been shown to provide elastically attractive or repulsive sites influencing the organization of colloids in the bulk or at an interface [23, [26] [27] [28] .
While these investigations have found a variety of phenomena resulting from gross changes to the colloid shape, or even topology, as compared to spheres, it is important to also keep in mind that fine details of colloid shape can play a surprisingly important role. In particular, sharp edges often act as pinning sites for nematic defects because of the elastic strain that they impose through a large variation in the anchoring direction over a small region [26, 29, 30] . (An abrupt change in anchoring chemistry from degenerate planar to homeotropic has a similar pinning effect [31, 32] ). Therefore, a rodlike colloid with rounded ends, such as a spherocylinder or ellipse, may behave quite differently from a cylinder. These distinctions prompt caution but also suggest a path to tuning colloidal assembly properties by varying the details of colloid shape.
In this paper, we investigate the topological defect configurations and assembly properties of colloids with sharp edges, in the shapes of cylinders, microbullets, and cubes. We focus on the case of colloids with strong homeotropic anchoring confined in thin planar cells, in the regime where the companion topological defect is a disclination ring (valid for colloids of small size [33] and/or under strong confinement [34] ). Through Landau-de Gennes numerical modeling, we show that the edges of these shapes result in significantly different defect ring configurations than those seen with smooth shapes such as spheres and ellipsoids. The quadrupolar symmetry of the smooth rods' Saturn ring configuration is lost for shapes with edges; instead, defect rings pin at portions of the edges. As a result, cylinders and microbullets orient at oblique angles relative to the far-field nematic director, an effect not seen at equilibrium in smooth rods such as spherocylinders [18] or ellipsoids [19] . This oblique angle increases with the aspect ratio of the colloid, as we confirm with experimental observations, demonstrating tunable colloidal alignment and interactions through particle geometry.
In addition, the disclination configuration spontaneously breaks a reflection symmetry or symmetries, implying multistable colloidal orientations. We find that this multistability strongly affects not only colloidal pair interactions but also the defect behavior on individual colloids, which may exhibit sudden jumps between metastable states in response to an applied torque. Our results highlight the importance of details of particle geometry in relation to topological defects and colloidal interactions, and suggest new routes toward complex and multi-stable self-assembled structures in nematic colloidal dispersions.
Numerical approach
We study the nematic liquid crystal using Landaude Gennes (LdG) numerical modeling [35] . The nematic state is represented as a traceless symmetric tensor field Q( x), which in a uniaxial nematic with director n satisfies
The leading eigenvalue S is the nematic degree of order, and we visualize defects as isosurfaces where S falls to 3/4 of its bulk value in an undistorted nematic. The LdG free energy in the single-elastic constant limit,
is minimized numerically in a finite difference scheme on a regular cubic mesh with grid spacing 4.5 nm, using a conjugate gradient algorithm from the ALGLIB package (www.alglib.net). We take from Ref. [35] the typical values for the material constants of the commonly used nematic liquid crystal 5CB: A = −0.172 × 10 6 J/m 3 , B = −2.12 × 10 6 J/m 3 , C = 1.73 × 10 6 J/m 3 , L = 8 × 10 −12 N. We do not include a surface energy term because we study the limit of infinitely strong anchoring, where Q is held fixed at the boundaries to give a fixed boundary director [36] . (We have checked that replacing this assumption with the presence of a NobiliDurand surface anchoring term
where Q s is the Q favored by the surface, in F LdG does not change the results significantly.) The top and bottom boundaries of the rectangular cell have oriented planar anchoring along a uniform direction, the "rubbing direction", which defines the bulk far-field director n 0 . At the sides of the box, we use free boundary conditions, eschewing periodic boundary conditions to ensure that a colloid does not interact with its periodic images. The colloid, with infinitely strong homeotropic anchoring, is placed at the mid-height of the cell, and its orientation is held fixed while the nematic configuration Q( x) is relaxed. The initial condition consists of a uniform uniaxial nematic with director n = n 0 everywhere except the boundaries; we have checked in several instances that random initial conditions produce either the same states or metastable states of higher energy.
When studying the effects of colloid shapes with edges, we have to take care not to make the modeled edges too sharp because perfectly sharp edges introduce an unrealistic ambiguity into the director field: The rotation of the director through ±90 • can be accomplished through either splay or bend, which have equal energy in the oneelastic-constant approximation. Because the colloidal edges are expected to be rounded in a convex way at least at the molecular scale, the splay configuration is more realistic. In order to obtain this configuration, we round the edges of numerically modeled cylindrical colloids using the "superegg" equation,
Here the coordinate frame has been rotated so that the colloid long axis points along the z direction; b is the colloid radius; a is half the colloid length; and p is a parameter we refer to as the "sharpness" of the shape, interpolating between an ellipsoid at p = 1 and a right circular cylinder as p → ∞. We treat p as an adjustable shape parameter controlling the degree to which curvature is concentrated in edges. To model microbullets, only the half of the colloid opposite the hemispherical cap is given the superegg shape; the other half is spherocylindrical, with no edges.
Similarly, to model colloidal cubes, we round the edges using the superellipsoid equation, x 2p + y 2p + z 2p = a 2p . Here, p interpolates the shape between a sphere of radius a at p = 1 and a cube of side length 2a as p → ∞.
(For simplicity, we do not vary the aspect ratio for this shape.)
3 Colloidal cylinders and microbullets: Shape-controlled orientation
Before presenting our results, we recall the known behavior of homeotropic spherical particles in a nematic. A spherical colloid imposing strong homeotropic anchoring on the director field at the colloid's surface acts as a radial hedgehog, and is thus accompanied by a stable topological defect to ensure zero total topological charge [37] . This companion defect can be either a hyperbolic point hedgehog or a "Saturn ring" disclination of unit topological charge [6] . In the latter case, the ring's stable position is around the equator of the colloid, in the plane orthogonal to the far-field nematic director n 0 , and the director field has quadrupolar symmetry [38] . For an isolated spherical colloid, the director field in a crosssection transverse to the disclination tangent is that of a 2D nematic disclination with winding number −1/2.
In the case of a hedgehog defect, the director field has dipolar symmetry, with the hedgehog separated from the colloid center along the n 0 direction. Smaller colloid size [33] or stronger confinement [34] tends to stabilize the Saturn ring relative to the hedgehog. These spheredefect pairs self-assemble into chains parallel to n 0 in the case of hedgehog defects, and kinked chains making an angle ∼ 73 • with n 0 in the case of Saturn rings [2, 5] . Saturn rings of neighboring colloids may also join into a single disclination ring that entangles pairs or chains of colloids [7] .
For homeotropic colloids that are topologically but not geometrically spheres, such as cubes and cylinders (with edges at least slightly rounded), the same topology applies to the surrounding nematic: Each genus-zero colloid is accompanied by a companion defect, either a hedgehog or a disclination ring [17, 18, 36] . Colloidal micro-rods have been shown to form chains and bound pairs depending on the types and positions of their defects, which were either a hedgehog near the micro-rod's end or a disclination ring wrapping around the colloid's long axis [17] .
Our LdG numerical modeling of rod-like colloids shows that the details of particle shape strongly affect both the defect configuration and the colloids' alignment and assembly. We numerically model homeotropic ellipsoids, cylinders, and microbullets of diameter 90 nm confined in thin cells of thickness 270 nm with oriented planar anchoring at the boundaries, and we seek the equilibrium angle φ of the rod-like colloid's long axis (assumed to lie in the horizontal plane) relative to the far-field director n 0 .
For ellipsoids, we find that the disclination ring wraps around the colloid's long axis, as shown in Fig. 1b , and that the colloid prefers to orient at φ = 90 • , with the long axis perpendicular to n 0 [19] . The results are markedly different in the case of cylinders. Figures 1c,d show the defect configuration around a cylinder modeled as a superegg with sharpness p = 10. The disclination ring wraps still around the long axis of the colloid, but something new happens at the sharp edges at the ends of the cylinder: The disclination loop follows an "S"-shaped contour, as viewed from above, with sharp turns to follow one half of the circular edge at one end and the opposite half of the circular edge at other end. This defect configuration represents an energetic compromise between the configuration preferred by the ellipsoid and the preference for defects to pin at sharp edges to reduce splay.
As a result of this new defect configuration, the cylinder prefers to orient with its long axis at an oblique angle φ 0 relative to n 0 that increases toward 90 • with increasing aspect ratio a/b. Figure 1a shows the change in free energy as cylinders of various aspect ratios are rotated by an angle φ relative to n 0 . For aspect ratios a/b 2, φ 0 is well approximated by tan −1 (a/b) (see Fig. 1g ), suggesting that (at least heuristically) the energy is minimized when the separation vector between the kinked ends of the disclination lies in the plane perpendicular to n 0 . This analytic approximation improves in accuracy as the sharpness p is increased, while the qualitative trend of φ 0 increasing with aspect ratio persists with decreasing p down to p ≈ 2. For oblate cylinder shapes with aspect ratios below 1 (down to a/b = 0.25, the lowest tested), the kinked disclination configuration and oblique colloid orientation remain, but the positive correlation of φ 0 with a/b disappears.
An alternative configuration, with the disclination ring encircling the colloid's short axis about its center (Fig. 1f) , is also observed at high aspect ratio, but this state only appears when the colloid is constrained to orient at unfavorably small angles φ relative to n 0 . If the aspect ratio is increased sufficiently, we expect that the defect's core energy per unit length might allow this short-axis disclination ring to eventually overtake the kinked long-axis disclination loop in stability, resulting in alignment of long cylindrical colloids parallel to the far-field director at φ = 0. However, in the numerical results, the kinked long-axis disclination loop remains stable, with φ 0 ≈ tan −1 (a/b), for aspect ratios up to a/b = 10, the highest tested.
We find a similar result for microbullets (Fig. 1e) . Here, the disclination again wraps around the colloid's long axis and turns sharply to follow half of the circular end. At the rounded end, the disclination is nearly undeflected. The energetically preferred colloidal orientation φ 0 is again oblique and increases with increasing aspect ratio. At all aspect ratios tested, φ 0 is well approximated simply by the average of tan −1 (a/b) and 90 • .
Experimental measurements on colloidal cylinders in the nematic liquid crystal 5CB are in qualitative agreement with these numerical predictions. Colloidal cylinders of diameter 7 µm and varying aspect ratios are fabricated using standard lithographic techniques with SU-8, a negative photoresist.
To impose homeotropic anchoring of the nematic at their surfaces, the cylinders are covered with a thin layer of chromium (around 30 nm) then treated with a 3%wt solution of N, N-dimethyl-N-octadecyl-3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilyl chloride (DMOAP) in a mixture of 90%wt ethanol and 10%wt water. Two glass coverslips, treated with a 1% wt solution of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) in a mixture of 5%wt ethanol and 95%wt water and rubbed along one direction after heating, are used to create a thin planar cell of thickness approximately 10 µm (fixed using Mylar spacers). A 1%wt dispersion of colloidal cylinders in 5CB is introduced into the LC cells via capillarity.
We observe that cylinders with hedgehog companion defects align parallel to n 0 , while many cylinders with disclination rings are wrapped by their defects in an approximately straight line along the cylinder axis as viewed from above, consistent with the "S"-shaped contour profile predicted numerically (see inset to Fig. 1g ). For the latter configuration, the cylinders are oriented at an oblique angle φ 0 between 45 • and 90 • that increases with the cylinder's aspect ratio (Fig. 1g) . We observe a similar oblique φ 0 for microbullet colloids with ring defects (see inset to Fig. 1e ), fabricated as described in Ref. [20] . We also note that, in Ref. [17] , a wide range of micro-rod orientations 35 • φ 0 90 • was reported for a wide range of aspect ratios 1.3 a/b 4.7.
Another consequence of the disclination configuration found above is that there are two energetically equivalent ground states: that of Fig. 1b and its mirror image reflected through n 0 . We now wish to calculate pair potentials for colloidal cylinders in the thin planar cell geometry, which we will show to depend strongly on whether the two cylinders are in the same or mirrorimage configurations. To begin to understand how the effect of sharp edges on colloids' orientation in turn affects the properties of colloidal assembly, we seek to calculate the energy of pairs of cylindrical colloids. To reduce the number of variables, we fix the orientation of both cylinders in the ground-state orientation of an isolated cylinder [36] . The remaining variables are the distance and angle of the cylinders' center-to-center separation, as well as the choice of equivalent or mirror-image ground states for the colloidal pair.
The pair potential for two cylinders in the same ground state is shown in Fig. 2a . These cylinders attract end-to-end, as shown by the decrease in energy with decreasing center-to-center separation distance as the cylinders, oriented at angle φ 0 , approach along a separation angle φ sep = φ 0 relative to n 0 , as illustrated in Fig. 2b(2) . This result predicts end-to-end chaining for a series of cylinders in the equivalent ground state orientation. Whether a chain of cylinders remains oriented at an angle φ 0 relative to n 0 is an open question. LdG modeling suggests a chained cylinder pair can slightly lower its energy by fusing the two disclination rings into one, and reorienting the chained cylinders at a larger angle φ 0 preferred by a single cylinder of twice the aspect ratio. This suggests cylinders might "untilt" toward φ = 90 • as they assemble into chains. However, there may be a significant energy barrier to such a rearrangement of two disclination loops into one, just as the entangling of spherical colloids requires an input of energy, typically from laser tweezers, to melt the nematic locally [7] . Meanwhile, the two cylinders in Fig. 2a repel at two angles near φ sep = φ 0 , corresponding to the situations shown in Fig. 2b(1,3) where the approaching sides of the cylinder edges are both with or both without the disclination.
The pair potential changes drastically when the two cylinders are instead in the different, mirror-image states (Fig. 2c) . At large distances, the cylinders repel strongly when approaching along a line perpendicular to n 0 . However, if the cylinders are forced close enough together, one of the two disclinations switches the side of the cylinder end that it follows, replacing the "S" profile with a "C" (Fig. 2d) . Thereafter, the repulsion at sepa-ration angle φ = 90 • is replaced with an attraction that strongly binds the two cylinders together. It is likely that such a switching move in an experiment would be followed by a reorientation of the cylinder to the opposite ground-state angle and a switch of the other end's disclination kink to turn the "C" configuration back into an "S", after which the cylinders could assemble end to end.
By changing the boundary conditions in the lateral directions to periodic, we can observe that cylinder chains repel one another laterally. This raises the possibility that, at high density, cylinders could self-organize into a one-dimensional lattice of tilted chains at a preferred spacing.
The fact that disclinations follow the sharp edges of cylinders also has implications for colloids' entanglement by merging of their disclinations. Such entanglement has drawn great interest for generating a variety of stable structures [7] , including hierarchical assembly of colloids of different sizes [39] and a wide array of defect knots and links in colloid lattices [8] . A pair of entangled cylinders is shown in Fig. 2e , where a "twist cell" geometry with 90 • offset between anchoring directions at the top and bottom surfaces is used to stabilize the entanglement. As with individual cylinders, the disclination travels in a straight line roughly along the long axis of the cylinder and then follows a portion of the sharp edge at the cylinder end before traversing to the end edge of the other cylinder.
Colloidal cubes
In going from ellipsoids to cylinders and microbullets, we found that adding an edge or two created a new realignment effect with significant consequences for colloidal assembly. What will happen then, if the colloids are cubical, with twelve edges? Now there exist many ways for a disclination to wrap around the colloid while following only edges.
We use LdG numerical modeling to study cubical colloids of side length 180 nm, with two of the cube's faces having normals fixed in the vertical direction. As with the rod-like colloids above, the cube is rotated about the z-axis to find the orientation that minimizes the free energy. We find that the cube prefers to have the normals of its side faces oriented at 45 • relative to n 0 . The disclination now wraps around six of the colloid's twelve edges, dividing three faces from the other three, in one of the configurations shown in Fig. 3b,c. (The sharpness parameter used in this case is p = 3. Very sharp edges at p ∼ 10 slightly modify these defect configurations with a peculiar sinuosity, as the disclination appears to avoid the vertices of the cube.) Hung and Bale [36] found numerically a similar defect configuration for smaller cubic nanoparticles of side length 40 nm in certain orientations. However, for the cube orientations considered here, Hung and Bale found that the nematic melted over a large area of two or four cube faces, whereas all defects in our findings are line-like. The discrepancy likely arises from the earlier work's smaller cube size, closer to the nematic coherence length.
The multiplicity of possible disclination arrangements has a surprising consequence: snap-through reconfiguration of the disclination ring when the cube is rotated. To see this, we conduct LdG energy minimization at an initial cube orientation, then rotate the cube by small increments, re-minimizing the energy after each increment. This models a quasi-static rotation of the colloid relative to fixed anchoring conditions at the top and bottom surfaces. The result, shown in Fig. 3a , is that the elastic free energy builds up until a sudden rearrangement of the disclination to a set of edges more compatible with the new cube orientation, allowing an abrupt drop in free energy. Increasing the sharpness parameter p delays the defect rearrangement and increases the amount of elastic energy that builds up before the switch occurs. Upon further rotation, the cube keeps the same disclination arrangement through an energy minimum with φ at odd multiples of 45 • before the elastic energy builds up again, leading to another sudden defect jump. A similar but less drastic snap-through defect reconfiguration also occurs for cylindrical colloids, between the two mirrorsymmetric configurations mentioned previously.
Pair potentials for colloidal cubes were also calculated. As for pairs of cylinders above, the colloid orientations were fixed in the single-cube ground state, with the faces' normals at 45 • angles to n 0 . The interaction that we find here is simple but interesting: Cubes attract face-to-face and repel edge-to-edge.
Summary and outlook
Through Landau-de Gennes numerical modeling of nonspherical homeotropic colloids, we have found that de- tails of colloid shape, in particular the presence of sharp edges, have a remarkable effect in reshaping the companion disclination ring. The disclination executes sharp turns in order to follow (portions of) the edges so as to alleviate the elastic energy cost of splay required by strong homeotropic anchoring. While this might at first seem to be only a microscopic effect, the defect's attraction to edges leads to a realignment of the colloid relative to the background director field. The colloidal realignment in turn affects the geometry of colloidal assembly, as colloids tend to attract along the directions normal to the faces with sharp edges. This predicted realignment is in qualitative agreement with our experimental results and offers an explanation for previous experimental observations of oblique orientation of colloidal micro-rods [17] . We also predict sudden changes in defect arrangement as the colloid is rotated relative to the far-field director, or as colloids are forced together along a repulsive direction.
Our results suggest that it will be worthwhile to perform numerical and experimental studies on large numbers of sharp-edged colloids at high density. Selfassembled chains and lattices quite different from those formed by spheres could be produced and tuned by varying the colloids' geometrical parameters, such as aspect ratio. Also, faceted colloid shapes of increased complexity could be investigated to determine the geometric possibilities offered by disclinations effectively confined to a one-dimensional subset of a three-dimensional systema prospect that suggests exciting connections to topology [25, 40] . These areas of investigation will further the key finding presented here: Colloidal assembly and alignment in nematic liquid crystals are highly sensitive to details of colloid shape, offering a route to tunable effective colloid interactions and an expanded library of self-assembly outcomes.
